Absract-Many superhard allotropes of carbon have been proposed in recent years for the purpose of explaining the superhard carbon phases observed in the processes of cold compressing graphite and carbon nanotubes. In this paper, we have reviewed recent advances in searching for superhard phases of carbon from a segment combination view and find that they can be divided into two groups: (i) combinations of segments from cubic diamond and hexagonal diamond with 5 6 7 carbon rings and (ii) combinations of segments from hexagonal diamond and mutated hexagonal diamond with 4 6 8 carbon rings. Finally, an additional example of extending these allotropes of carbon to their corresponding boron nitride counter parts has been discussed. DOI: 10.3103/S1063457612060123 Keywords: superhard material, carbon allotrope, cold compressing graphite, crystal structure prediction, first principles method.
INTRODUCTION Superhard materials are mainly distributed in covalent compounds formed by light elements (boron (B)
, carbon (C), nitrogen (N), and oxygen (O)) since these elements have ability to form short and strong three dimensional (3D) covalent bonds to enhance the hardness of the compounds. Among these elements, carbon is considered as the most active one due to its broad sp, sp 2 , and sp 3 hybridizing ability to bond to itself and to other elements. Although there are many theoretical predictions and experimental discoveries of superhard compounds, such as cBN [1] , wBN [2] , BC 5 [3, 4] , C 3 N 4 [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , BC 2 N [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , BCN diamonds [31, 32] , and other covalent compounds [12, 18, 20] , the hardest material discovered until now is believed to be the pure 3D covalent carbon phase, cubic diamond (C diamond). In nature, element C mainly exists in its ground state of very soft graphite. Superhard C diamond, hexagonal diamond (H diamond), and other diamond allot ropes, such as the 4H [33] , 6H [33] , 8H [34] , 9R [34] , 12R [35] , 15R [34] , and 21R [34] carbon allotropes, are metastable states, which can be formed only under proper conditions. The fascinating structures, wide applications and rarity of C diamond and H diamond have made them important objects in materials science. Many efforts have been devoted to find proper methods to synthesize C diamond and H diamond.
Static compression of graphite is an interesting approach to obtain C diamond and H diamond [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . It usually results in H diamond at high temperatures from 1200 to 1700 K [37, [40] [41] [42] and C diamond at higher temperatures [36, [38] [39] [40] 42] . However, in the process of cold compressing graphite, because there is not enough energy to conquer energy barriers between graphite and C diamond or H diamond, an unknown superhard phase may be produced [36, [43] [44] [45] [46] along with the structural phase transition. This novel superhard phase of carbon has led to many theoretical studies and several structures have been proposed for the purpose of fitting the experimental data, such as the sp 2 -sp 3 graphite-diamond structures [47] , monoclinic M carbon [48] (this carbon allotrope was predicated in 2006 [49] and later identified as a candidate [48] for the experi mentally observed superhard graphite [45] ), body centered tetragonal C 4 (bct C 4 ) [50] (this allotrope was predicated in 1997 [51] , 2004 [52, 53] , and 2005 [54] and later identified as a candidate [50] for the experi mentally observed superhard graphite [45] ), orthorhombic W carbon [55] , and Z carbon [56] [57] [58] (Z carbon is also named as oC16II [58] , Cco C8 [56] , and Z4 A 2 B 2 [59] ). These theoretical predictions have triggered off many works on searching for low energy superhard carbon allotropes [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] . We find that all these pre viously proposed superhard carbon allotropes are obtained by the designed computer programs, such as the particle-swarm optimization method [58, 62, 69, 70] , graph theoretical methods [53] , evolutionary algorithm
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USPEX [49, 61, 64, 66] , and the minima hopping method [57, 65, 71] (MHM) for crystal structure prediction [72] , or constructed through the schemes reported by Niu [63] and in our latest work [59] . In this paper, we have reviewed these superhard carbon allotropes using segment combination method and found that all of them can be included in two groups: (i) combinations of segments from C diamond and H diamond with 5 6 7 carbon rings, and (ii) combinations of segments from H diamond and mutated H diamond with 4 6 8 carbon rings. Finally, an interesting example of extending these allotropes of carbon to their corresponding boron nitride counterparts for searching new superhard phases of boron nitride is discussed.
SEGMENT COMBINATION METHOD

Principle Description
We noticed that the previously proposed allotropes of carbon can be divided into two groups: 5 6 7 type (M carbon [48, 49] , W carbon [55] , and other phases containing 5, 6, 7 carbon rings) and 4 6 8 type (bct C 4 [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] , Z carbon [56] [57] [58] , and other phases containing 4, 6, 8 carbon rings). From the point of view of structure, they all can be considered as the combinations of H diamond and mutated H diamond, or combi nations of H diamond and C diamond. Such segment combinations are very similar to the mutations and hybridizations in genetics. The genetic algorithm (GA) is wildly used in searching for stable clusters such as carbon fullerenes [73] and also an effective method in predicting three dimensional (3D) superhard carbon phases [49] . From the point of view of genetics, since H diamond and C diamond are the most favorable sp 3 carbon allotropes in nature, they could be excellent parents for searching for new carbon allotropes through combinations of their gene segments. For example, by stacking carbon layers selected from C diamond along the [111] direction or H diamond segments along the [001] direction (such carbon layers have the same car bon configurations as that of chair graphane and we call them H diamond segments according to the fact that their simple AA stacking can be considered as distorted H diamond. As mentioned below, the C diamond seg ments are defined as carbon layers with same carbon configuration of stirrup graphane), many diamond allo tropes were proposed and investigated, such as 4H [33] , 6H [33] , 8H [34] , 9R [34] , 12R [35] , 15R [34] , and 21R [34] . Here, we notice that M carbon and W carbon contain carbon layers different to H diamond seg ment. Such carbon layers, with the same carbon configuration of stirrup graphane, can be found in C dia mond in the [110] direction but can't be found in H diamond in any directions, so called as C diamond seg ments. Different form previously proposed diamond allotropes containing only H diamond segments, M carbon and W carbon can be regarded as the combinations of distorted H diamond segments and distorted C diamond segments. As indicated in Fig. 1 , both M carbon and W carbon are layered structures with alter nant C diamond and H diamond segments. M carbon and W carbon are constructed from hybridizing H diamond segments and C diamond segments along the [001] direction and [110] direction, respectively, cre ating interfaces containing 5 7 rings. Deleting all the H diamond or C diamond layers in both M carbon and W carbon with further lattice compressing, a distorted C diamond or H diamond structure (as shown in Fig. 1c and Fig. 1d ) can be obtained.
For the 4 6 8 type bct C 4 and Z carbon shown in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b , we can see that their structural views from the [010] directions are identical to that of graphite from the [001] direction. From the views of their [001] directions, we find that both of them can be regarded as combinations of H diamond and mutated H diamonds. In the mutated H diamond area, there exist some periodic mutated segments translated along the [001] direction with a half periodicity (c/2) displacement, creating a series of 4 and 8 carbon rings at the inter face between the perfect and mutated segments of H diamond. In summary, we find that from combinations of segments from C diamond and H diamond in different manners, almost all previously proposed carbon structures can be obtained. Such structural construction processes are compatible with the essence of GA. In our latest works [59, 67] , six superhard carbon allotropes with 5 6 7 (Z ACA, Z CACB, H carbon and S car bon) and 4 6 8 (Z4 A 3 B 1 and A4 A 2 B 2 ) carbon rings were proposed based on this simple segment combina tion method. Our calculations on their structures, energies, mechanical and electronic properties reveal that all of them are superhard insulators with direct or indirect band gaps, which are expected to be potential prod ucts of cold compressing graphite.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
With the segment combination method enormous superhard carbon allotropes can be constructed. In our investigations [59, 67] , we only consider examples with relatively small primitive cells containing no more than 16 carbon atoms. In Fig. 3a direction with 5 7 carbon rings at the C/A or C/B interface. The systems constructed by hybridizing H dia mond and C diamond in the armchair direction are energy unstable because the interfacial carbon atoms deflect from the stable four bonds configuration. The four low energy allotropes named as Z CACB [59] 
Structures
The fundamental structural information on C diamond, H diamond, M carbon, W carbon, bct C 4 , Z carbon, Z CACB, Z ACA, S carbon, H carbon, A4 A 2 B 2 , and Z4 A 3 B 1 is summarized in Table 1 . One can construct these superhard carbon allotropes according to their structural information on space groups, lattice constants, and inequivalent atomic positions summarized in Table 1 . For example, S carbon belongs to the Cmcm space group and its equilibrium lattice constants are a = 2.523 Å, b = 11.385 Å and c = 4.899 Å. There are four inequivalent atomic in S carbon locate at positions of (0.500, 0.778, 0.250), (0.500, 0.442, 0.078), (0.500, 0.132, 0.518), and (0.000, 0.300, 0.750). Among these new allotropes, Z ACA, Z CACB, H carbon, and S carbon belong to 5 6 7 type similar to M carbon and W carbon containing 5 , 6 , and 7 carbon rings. Z4 A 3 B 1 and A4 A 2 B 2 belonging to 4 6 8 type can be regarded as combinations of H diamond segments, which are similar to bct C 4 and Z carbon.
Structurally, all these new carbon allotropes can be considered as potential products in the process of cold compressing graphite.
Stability
The relative stability of these superhard carbon allotropes is evaluated by comparing their enthalpy per atom at a wide range of pressure from 0 to 40 GPa. From the cohesive energies per atom listed in Table 2 and the relative enthalpy-pressure curves shown in Fig. 4 , we can see that Z CACB, Z ACA, S carbon, H car bon, A4 A 2 B 2 , and Z4 A 3 B 1 are more favorable than bct C 4 . At zero pressure, the cohesive energy of Z ACA is about 30 meV lower than bct C 4 and only 5 meV higher than that of M carbon. When the pressure is larger than 10 GPa, it becomes more favorable than M carbon and comparable to W carbon when pressure is above 35 GPa. Z CACB, S carbon, H carbon, A4 A 2 B 2 , and Z4 A 3 B 1 are more favorable than both M carbon and W carbon at the pressure range of 0-40 GPa. Especially, S carbon (-7.593 eV) among them holds energy only 100 meV per atom larger than that of C diamond (-7.693 eV), becoming the most stable one with about 25 meV per atom lower than the second stable Z4 A 3 B 1 (-7.568 ). In comparison with graphite, all these superhard allotropes are metastable phases at zero pressure. With the increase of pressure, the most stable S carbon becomes more stable than graphite when pressure is above 5.93 GPa. The following three allotropes with almost the same transition pressure, namely, Z4 A 3 B 1 , A4 A 2 B 2 , and Z carbon become more favorable than graphite when the pressure is larger than 9.16 GPa. The transition pressures for M carbon, W carbon, Z ACA, and H carbon are very close to each other (located at the pressure range from 12.1 to 13.3 GPa). Z CACB is always more favorable than bct C 4 , M carbon, W carbon, Z ACA, and H carbon in a wide pressure range from 0 to 40 GPa and it becomes more stable than graphite, when the pressure is larger than 10 GPa.
When the pressure is larger than 18.29 GPa, the least stable bct C 4 among these allotropes becomes more favorable than graphite. The results indicate that all of these superhard allotropes may be transformed from graphite with high enough external pressure. To further confirm the dynamic stability of Z CACB, Z ACA, S carbon, H carbon, A4 A 2 B 2 , and Z4 A 3 B 1 , their phonon band structures and phonon density of states are calculated. According to our calculations, there is no imaginary frequency in the phonon band structures of all these new carbon allotropes up to 40 GPa, confirming that these allotropes are dynamically stable phases of carbon.
Mechanical and Electronic Properties
The mass density, energy band gap, bulk modulus, and Vickers hardness of diamond, M carbon, W car bon, Z carbon, bct C 4 , Z CACB, Z ACA, S carbon, H carbon, A4 A 2 B 2 , and Z4 A 3 B 1 are summarized in Table 2 . The results indicate that all above carbon allotropes are superhard intermediate phases between graph ite and diamond due to their considerable bulk modulus and hardness. In our studies [59, 67] , the values of the bulk modulus (B 0 ) were obtained by fitting the total energy as a function of volume to the third order Birch Murnaghan equation of state. Also many theoretical models have been proposed to do further hardness evaluation [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] . Here, our results of hardness are evaluated according to the recently proposed one [74] , which correlates the Vickers hardness (H V ) to the bulk modulus (B 0 ) and shear modulus (G) through the for mula: H V = 2(G 3 /B 2 ) 0 585 -3. From Table 2 , we can see that bct C 4 holds the least stability, mass density, bulk modulus, and hardness in comparison with other allotropes. The Z carbon, S carbon, A4 A 2 B 2 , and Z4 A 3 B 1 hold almost the same stability, band gap, mass density, bulk modulus, and hardness. We also studied the electronic properties of diamond, M carbon, W carbon, Z carbon, bct C 4 , Z CACB, Z ACA, S carbon, H carbon, A4 A 2 B 2 , and Z4 A 3 B 1 [59, 67] . The band structures of Z CACB, Z ACA, S carbon, H carbon, A4 A 2 B 2 , and Z4 A 3 B 1 are shown in Figs. 5a-5f , respectively. The results indicate that all these superhard carbon allotropes have indirect wide band gaps except for Z CACB, Z CAC, and S carbon. Table 2 and shown in Fig. 4 , we can see that except for bct C 4 and Z CAC with relatively narrow band gaps, all other superhard carbon allotropes are transparent insulators with wide band gaps. 4 . ADDITIONAL DISCUSSIONS Six low energy superhard carbons had been successfully predicted by simple segment combination method. We should point out that such a segment combination method is a special method in searching for low energy superhard carbon allotropes. It is not a universal method of crystal prediction like the particle-swarm optimi zation method [58, 62, 69, 70] , graph theoretical methods [53] , evolutionary algorithm USPEX [49, 61, 64, 66] , and the minima hopping method [57, 65, 71] (MHM) for crystal structure prediction [72] , which can pre dict elements crystals from just the chemical composition.
All the previously proposed carbon phases can not singly fit the experimental results satisfactorily. In view of the cohesive energy, dynamical stability, electronic structure, bulk modulus, the lowest phase transition pressure point and transition pathway avoiding the slippage from AB to AA stacking graphite (which may cost additional energy to conquer the barrier between AB stacking graphite and AA stacking graphite), H carbon, and S carbon are expected to be easily formed in cold compressing graphite. The simulated X ray diffraction (XRD) patterns for graphite, Z carbon, H carbon, and S carbon at pressure of 23.9 GPa are shown in Fig. 6 to compare with the experimental data provided by Mao et al. [45] . The experimental data under high pressure can be explained by H carbon and S carbon to some extent. The main XRD peaks located in the region between 8.5-11° and 15-17° for H carbon and S carbon agree well with the experimental observation. How ever, as indicated by Amsler et al. [57] , the sole comparison between experimental and theoretical XRD can not directly clarify the new carbon phase. Further evidences such as Raman spectra and transition barrier are needed.
To date many carbon allotropes have been proposed as the potential products of cold compressing graphite. In fact, interests have been expressed not only in the search for low energy structures but also in corresponding transformation pathways from graphite [35, 55, 60, [80] [81] [82] [83] . The transformation pathways are more significant for further evaluating the probabilities to form these proposed superhard carbon allotropes by cold compress ing graphite. The particular nucleation history [82] is very important during the phase transition process depending on the starting graphitic structure and the final phases. Formation of different phases needs to con quer different barriers. Some previous investigations of transformation pathways from graphite to metastable M carbon, bct C 4 , W carbon, and O carbon (H carbon) are based on the nudged elastic band method [35, 55, 60, 81] . These investigations provide inconsistent results of the transition barriers sequence. As discussed by Boulfelfel et al. recently [83] , at zero pressure Zhou et al. [81] reported that the barrier to bct C 4 is lower than those to M carbon and C diamond, but Wang et al. reported a barriers sequence of W carbon < M car bon < C diamond < bct C 4 . Using state of the art molecular dynamics transition path sampling simulations, Boulfelfel et al. investigated the kinetic pathways of the pressure induced transformation of graphite to M car bon, W carbon, and bct C 4 . Their results demonstrate that the characteristic nucleation pattern leads to M carbon as a final product rather than to W carbon and bct C 4 . A recent experimental work also suggests that cold compressing graphite results in M carbon [84] rather than in bct C 4 , W carbon, and Z carbon. Although these experimental and theoretical works provide us timing and important evidence to believe that the super hard phase obtained in cold compressing graphite is M carbon, it is interesting to investigate the transition pathways from graphite to the other proposed superhard carbons.
5. SUPERHARD BORON NITRIDE PHASES As mentioned previously, many theoretical efforts have been made in search of low energy superhard car bon allotropes. In comparison with those efforts made in carbon phases, relatively less theoretical attention is given to searching for superhard BN phases. In fact, boron nitride has many polymorphs, such as hexagonal BN (hBN) [85] , zinc blende BN (cBN) [1] , wurtzite BN (wBN) [2] , amorphous BN [86] , BN nanotubes [87] , and BN fullerenes [88] , which can be considered as counterparts of graphite, C diamond, H diamond, amor phous carbon, carbon nanotubes, and fullerenes. Superhard wBN and cBN have received intense attention owing to their excellent optical, electrical, and mechanical properties. The phase transitions from soft hBN to hard cBN and wBN have been interesting issues for decades and attracted many theoretical [89] [90] [91] [92] and experimental efforts [86, 93, 94] . However, the mechanisms of such transitions are still ambiguous. For exam ple, cold compressing hBN always results in the metastable wBN instead of the stable cBN [93] . To understand this, the transformation mechanism between hBN and wBN phases have been wildly investigated [95] [96] [97] [98] . Wen et al. [97] suggested that there might be some intermediate states between hBN and wBN, and proposed a new BN phase (bct BN) [97] with considerable stability and excellent mechanical properties (this novel bct BN phase was also investigated by other groups [98, 99] There are many similar characteristics between carbon and BN systems, implying that all the proposed car bon allotropes might be excellent templates for finding superhard BN phases. We notice that bct BN [97] [98] [99] is a counterpart system of bct C 4 carbon. It is worthy to extend other superhard carbon phases to their corre sponding BN counterpart systems to design new superhard BN phases. In fact, the transforming path from hBN to bct BN has been studied by Wen et al. [97] and their results show that M BN is energy unstable due to the existence of the boron-boron (B-B) and nitrogen-nitrogen (N-N) bonds. We believe that BN phases with the structures of M carbon, W carbon, Z CACB, Z ACA, S carbon, and H carbon are expected to be energy unstable due to the existence of five seven patterns in such structures. Similar to bct C 4 , the structures of Z carbon, A4 A 2 B 2 , and Z4 A 3 Bi are excellent templates for new BN phases because their structures con tain only even carbon rings (four eight carbon rings). In our recent work [100] , we have investigated the struc ture, stability, mechanical and electronic properties of the potential BN phases with the structures of bct C 4 and Z carbon, both of which can be regarded as the mutations of wBN, as their corresponding counterpart systems bct C 4 and Z carbon are the mutations of H diamond [59] . Figures 7a and 7b show the crystal views of bct BN and Z BN from the [010] (top) and [001] (bottom) directions. The detailed structure information of bct BN and Z BN can be found in our work [100] . From  Fig. 7 , we can see that the apparent difference between these two new BN phases is the absence of hexagon pattern for bct BN viewed from their [001] direction. The structures of both bct BN and Z BN are con structed with the four eight patterns but without the five seven patterns as those in M carbon, W carbon, Z CACB, Z ACA, S carbon, and H carbon. Moreover, from the structural point of view, both bct BN and Z BN can be regarded as mutations of wBN and can be considered as potential products in the process of cold compressing the AB stacked [101] hBN. Figure 7c shows the enthalpy per BN pair for cBN, wBN, bct BN as well as Z BN as functions of pressure relative to AB stacked hBN. The results indicate that when the pressure is larger than 3.3 GPa (5.5 GPa), Z BN (bct BN) is more stable than hBN. The transition pressure point of Z BN (bct BN) from hBN under pressure is 3.3 GPa (5.5 GPa). Z BN is always more favorable than bct BN in the pressure range from 0 to 30 GPa, which is similar to the case where Z carbon is always more favorable than bct C 4 carbon. In our work, the dynamic stabilities of bct BN and Z BN were confirmed by their phonon band structures and phonon density of states [100] . [97] . The band gap of Z BN is 5.27 eV, which is larger than those of cBN, wBN, and bct BN. Both Z BN and bct BN are transparent superhard materials. HE et al. 6 . CONCLUSIONS We have reviewed recent advances in searching for superhard carbon phases. From the point of view of seg ment combinations, we have found that all the recently proposed superhard allotropes of carbon can be divided into two groups: (i) combinations of segments from cubic diamond and hexagonal diamond with 5 6 7 carbon rings, and (ii) combinations of segments from hexagonal diamond and mutated hexagonal diamond with 4 6 8 carbon rings. H diamond and C diamond are the most favorable sp 3 carbon allotropes in nature that can be considered as excellent parents for searching for more new carbon allotropes through hybridizing their segments. We emphasize that future efforts should not only be devoted to search for low energy carbon allotropes. Systematical investigations on the transformation pathways from graphite to superhard phases are also significant. Finally, an interesting example of extending these allotropes of carbon to their corresponding boron nitride counterparts to search for new superhard BN phases has been discussed. 
